
Date Time Transcri
pt Status

Court Order Document filed

8/26/2009 11:00 am
have

AS appointed special guardian ad litem; this matter
continued to 8/31/2009 at 10:30 am; there shall be no

modification or new estate planning documents executed by
MS until further order of court; visitation of MS by family

members time given; MS will be returned to her home on or
before 9/4/2009 at 6014 N Avondale Ch; court hereby
approves the use of special process served to serve MS

8/31/ 2009 10:30 am have Alias Summons shall issue ; the return date is september 21
2009 at 11:00 am

9/21/2009 11:00 am have matter continued to 10/6/2009; all parties present on the core
plans by 10/1/2009 to other parties GS plan shall include any
voluntary contribution to her mother’s care that she wishes
to make; Rehab assist is serving as temp case manager and
will A) Make 2 visits to 4281 MS at her daughter’s home in
Naperville; there will be no visits by Sykes family/friends
members to the Toerpe home during MS visit due to past

hostility; while the toerpe’s and mr. Kleinhenz are removing
MS belongings to bring her to Napemitle, NO PERSON,

including 5685 GS, Yolanda Bakken and Cathy Bakken or
any family members shall be on the premises located at

6014N Avondale and Mr. Kleinhenz is authorized to call
police if necessary; AS is authorized to investigate assets,

finances, feasibility of reverse mortgage for/or MS and may
also request copies of all Naperville police reports regarding
CT and MS made during July and Aug 2009; GS and other
fmaily members may call CF asking for updates as to MS

condition



10/6/2009 11:00 am have Jed Stone is granted leave to file an appearance on behalf of
GS. GS is granted 14 days to file her cross petition and care

plan; GS visitations with mother specified; matters
continued for status on 10/23/2009

10/23/2009 11:00 am have Matter continued to 11/12/2009 for presenation of any
CCP211 by Dr. Amduh? and for any cross petition by Gs

and status; Dr Amdur’s visit is contiongent on MS’
willingness to be examined by Dr. Amdur and a witness ;
either of the GAL’s or rehab assistant will be present; AS
will reinterview MS; rehab visits will continue visits on

10/27/2009 and 10/29/2009; GS Guarantee payment of rehab
assists fee at 110 ph. No other visitation may occur and no

other supervisor will be established 

11/06/2009 have

11/10/2009 11:30 am have Funds frozen chase symentra account and GS must produce
the names of any beneficiaries of that account

11/12/2009 2:00 pm need to
order

order for briefing schedule JMD motion to
withdraw Jay Dolgin

and Sed Stone ??

11/13/2009 Dolgin files
appearance

11/17/2009 motion to dissolve
TRO filed (JMD);

proposed care plan for
MS; memo re alleged

???

11/18/2009 9:00 am have order for hearing on CT petition and care plan order to
dissolve TRO entered and continued to 12/7/2009



11/19/2009 AS files response
brief

11/25/2009 JMD reply memo 

12/1/2009 subpoena for docs to
Kevin Salaam

12/2/2009 JMD’s motion and other motions may be heard prior to
hearing at 9.30 pending availability of AS. JMD will inquire
intohis availability

12/ 7/ 2009 9:30 am have

12/ 7/ 2009 11:00 am have Jay C Dorgin law firm withdraws effective immediately; GS
has 21 days to serve counsel or file supplemental

appearance; all prior power of attorney expected by MS are
hereby suspended; GS prevented from entering the safety

deposit box; this matter is set for 12.10.09 for presentation
of Sr Amdur’s signed original doctor’s report;

12/ 10/2009 11:00 am have law offices of Kevin J Joyce granted leave to file its
appearance on behalf of GS; order of 12/2/2009 regarding

the representation of GS by DEnison (denying its motions is
hereby filed on appeal pursuant to supreme ctt rule 304)

12/22/2009
Need to

order

GS shall be able to have a visit with her mother on
12/24/2009 from 4-6 in a public restaurant; Guardian can
terminate this visit if it becomes uncomfortable for MS; GS
motion to reconsider entered and continued to 1/15/2010 at
10 am for presentation

12/28/2009
have



12/29/2009
have

motion for reconsideration was presented for filing this
motion, leave is not granted

1/ 7/2010 10:00 am need to
order

1/15/2010 have motion to revoke and/or withdraw is continued to 1/25/2010
at 10am; motion for extenstion of the appeal hereby denied
because court lacks jurisdiction; motion for GS discovery to
CT and all other pending motions are continued to 1/25/2010
at 10

1/ 25/2010 10:00 am have motion to reconsider the order of 12/10/09 denied; GS must
turn over keys and security code to CT for 6014 N Avondale

Ch. IL and garage no later than 2/16/2010

2/10/2010 10:00 am need to
order

Bond of 45000 approved; inventory approved

2/11/2010 10:00 am need to
order

emergency motion for visitation entered and continued to
2/25/2010 at 2 for status;  JB is given leave to file his

appearance for GS; Leave granted to supplement emergency
motion and to provide report regarding previous supervised

visitation

2/ 25/2010 2:00 pm need to
order

3/18/2010 2:00 pm have GS given 21 days days to file response to motion to strike;
CT is given 7 dyas to reply; case set for hearing on

4/20/2010; all other pending motions entered and continued
4/20/2010

4/ 20/2010 2:00 pm have Motion to strike, motion to show cause, motion for visitation guardian’s response to



entered and continued to 5/6/2010 motion to reconsider

4/22/2010 letter does not say KD
represents Mary but

that he represents her
interests

4/26/2010 10:00 am
need to
order

KD barred from saying he represents Mary G Sykes,
emergency petitions for sanctions and court order is granted

in part and entered and continued in part; paragraph b is
entered and continued to 6/15/2010 at 2pm for hearing; KD

is granted 14 days to respond to the emergency petition;
GAL stern is granted 7 days to respond

emergency petition
for sanction and court

order (AS)

5/4/2010 motion to vacate
orders entered
appointing guardians
in this case and to
refer this case to the
states attorney of cook
ocunty, or dupage
county to investigate
possible elder abuse
claims

5/6/2010 2:00 pm need to
order

5/7/2010 Motion for
substitution of judges

for cause (Jb) ;
Objection to motion to

substitute Judge for



Cause (PS); motion to
vacate orders entered
appointing guardians

in this case and to
refer this case to the

states attorney of cook
county or dupage

county to investigate
possible elder abuse
claims and for other

relief (KD)

5/10/2010 Affidavit of KD

5/14/2010 1:30 pm stricken

5/14/2010 2:00 pm stricken

5/18/2010 2:00 pm need to
order

Motion for substitution of Judge Connors DENIED

6/1/2010 motion by friends and
family of MS to
Require Plenary
guardian to allow Ms,
91, to communicate
with Friends and
Family and to  end the
isolation of MS 

6/4/2010 motion for leave to
appear and prosecute
motions (KD)



6/9/2010 Motion for Leave to
appear and prosecute
motions

6/15/2010 2:00 pm missing court order missing police report (4 pages)

6/16/2010 motion to compel
production and
disclosure of material

6/22/2010 Matters found to be
uninvestigated and

representing possible
elder abuse (KD

filed); Response to
strike discovery by the

plenary guardian
(KD); motion to

compel production
and disclosure of

material (KD)

6/ 23/2010 2:00 pm  have Petition for sanctions is granted, granted 21 days to file
supplemental pleadings, KD denied leave to represent MS;

KD cannot file any pleadings unrelated to the sanctions
issued without obtaining leave of court

Petition to look into
elder abuse (KD)

6/29/2010 Motion to dismiss any
proceedings seeking

sanctions against
attorney KD for lack
of jurisdiction (KD) 

8/10/2010 10:00 am need to
order

Motion to strike
Petition for Partition



(JB)

8/13/2010 copy,
court

reporter
Gina

Lynch

G.S to show financial statement re: Lumbermen’s on
8/16/2010; GS cannot access funds and ordered to give
location of funds on 8/16/2010; court date of 8/23/2010

moved to 8/16/2010 and 8/20/2010 to 8/16/2010

Emergency motion to
compel production on
records and disclose

accounts (P.S)

8/16/2010 3:00 pm need to
order

G.S’s motion to strike Petition for Partition denied; petition
for partition set for status on 9/2/2010 and GS given 28 days
to respond or plead, guardians granted 14 days to respond;
;motion to strike petition for partition is denied; motion to
reconsider orders of aug 13, 2010 and he granting of the

guardians’ motion to compel production DENIED; motion
to strike petition for rule to show cause (JB) and was

denied;; GS emergency motion for visitation is withdrawn,
Judge Connors have to show why she is not in contempt of

court for handing over keys on 9/2/2010

 motion to reconsider
orders of aug 13 and
the granting of the

guardians motions to
compel production of

records and to
disclose accounts

(JB); motion to strike
petition for rule to
show cause (JB)

8/ 20/2010 10:00 am court date stricken

8/23/2010 10:00 am court date stricken

8/ 23/ 2010 2:00 pm AS granted 21 days to file in writing his specific request for
sanctions on KD, to be heard on 9/28/2010.

9/2/2010 2:00 pm need to
order

rule to show cause issued against GS on 8/16/2010 entered
and continued on 9/20/2010 to show why she should not be
held in contempt of court for failure to turn over keys; GS
must present all documents on 9.20.2010 re: Lumbermen’s

case; Partition action set for 9/20/2010

9/ 28/ 2010 2:00 pm need a
order

 KD has 21 days to respond to motions to dismiss sanctions;
court date set for 11/1/2010; GAL Farenga has 7 days to

supplement Stern’s filings; Stern has 7 days to respond to

GAL position
regarding sanctions
against KD., GAL’s



KD’s filings; return on the rule to show cause and the order
for GS to appear and disclose information are stayed and

held in until 10/15/2010

response to motion to
dismiss any

proceedings seeking
sanctions against KD
for lack of jurisdiction

(AS)

9/29/2010 lack of jurisdiction
(GS) 

10/4/2010 Response to GAL’s
motion for sanctions

against KD

10/6/2010 Notice of lack of
jurisdiction (KD);

10/10/2010 Citation to discover
assets to John Fleming

10/14/2010 Motion to vacate
order of deb 8. 2010

(GS) 

10/ 15/ 2010 2:00 pm need to
order

Set status for G.S to disclose information; all matters entered
and continued to 11/2/2010

11/ 1/ 2010 2:00 pm need to
order

missing court order

11/2/ 2010 2:00 pm need to
order

missing court order

11/3/2010 Motion to address
violation of 735 ILCS
110/5 ET SEQ (KD)



11/ 10/ 2010 2:00 pm copy citation to discover assets issued against GS; case continued
to 12/8/2010, GS ordered to appear; JB MTW/D granted

Motion to withdraw
(JB); motion to

objection of
proceedings (GS);
motion to dismiss

citation to discover
assets and other orders
relative to the citation

(GS)

11/16/2010 Motion to strike
GAL’s fee request

(KD)

11/19/2010 JB notice of motion to
present information to
court in camera under

seal

11/ 29/ 2010 2:00 pm have Guardian to report annual report on ward and 1  currentst

accounting on 2/15/2011, reassign Judge Fleming-matter of
right

11/ 30/ 2010 2:00 pm have KD’s motion to strike GAL fee DENIED; ORDER 4638
ASSESSMENT OF fees

GAL’s additional
position regarding

sanctions against KD
(AS) , $1162 fees for

PS

12/ 8/ 2010 11:30 am need to
copy

orders of 11/10/2009 and 8/13/2010 remain in full force and
effect; all matters including motion of JB are entered and

continued on 12/22/2010 at 11:30 am; GS being present and
objecting to this order

Guardian response to
dismiss citation to
discover (PS); GS
reply to plenary

guardian’s response to
motion to dismiss



citation

12/14/2010 Motion to vacate
order of 12/8/2010

and for all
proceedings to stayed

due to interference
with right to obtain

lawyer for other relief

12/ 22/ 2010 11:30 am missing missing court order Fax to Judge Cesario
emergency

supplement reporto of
GAL by Cf

12/ 23/ 2010 10:00 am ordered:
Frances
Chiovar

i

missing court order Motion to vacate
order on

12/22/2010;emergenc
y motion to obtain

Christmas visitations
and permanent

visitations schedule
for 2011 and appoint

MS an attorney;
motion by JB to have
estate pay to copy file

12/29/2010 11:00am copy Status on visitation; JB motion to present in camera under
seal granted to be presented on 2.15.2011

1/7/ 2011 10:00 am court date stricken

1/ 25/ 2011 10:00 am have  status on Gloria’s attorney; GS is now pro se; Guardians
petition to default GS is moved to 2/15/2011; GS previously

filed motion to vacate order of 12/8/2010 as well as all

Motion for default
judgement on

partition action (PS)



previously entered and continued including citation to
discover, rule to show cause moved to 2/15/2011

2/14/2011 GS emergency motion
to transfer Petition of
Partition to Chancery

Division Pursuant
circuit Court of Cook
county General Order
and Circuit Court of

Cook County General
order 12

2/15/ 2011 10:00 am

have

 JB present information in camera under seal; GS oral
motion for guardian to post bond DENIED; GS emergency

motion to dismiss partition is DENIED; COURT decides not
to look at camera information; GS motion to vacate the

citation discover assets is DENIED; GS or anyone at
Gloria’s direction shall not access the frozen $267, 000; 1st

Current Account of the guardians presented on 3/18/2011;
Guardian shall prepare an accounting of all activity under

power of attorney and present account information on
3/18/2011

motion for a rule to
show cause and

removal of plenary
guardian (GS) 

2/17/2011 Appeal reverse orders
freezing the funds

(GS) 

2/18/2011 JB emails Judge
Stuart about Gloria

lieing in court bc Ken
cced JB; GS filed
amended notice of
appeal to reverse



orders freezing funds 

2/19/2011 GS petition for
Declaratory
Judgement

2/22/2011 Notice of appeal, date
corrected

2/25/2011 GS affidavit in
regards to email JB
forwarded to Judge. 

2/27/2011 GS affidavit in
regards to plenary

guardian’s motion of
Gloria’s criminal
contempt of court

3/ 2/ 2011 10:00 am ordered:
Frances
Chiovar
i 

GS must provide a rule to show cause for not contempt; next
hearing 3/18/2011; subpoena of JB for 3/18/2011; GS failed
to appear for allegations she lied under oath on 2/15/2011

PS emergency motion
to hold GS in criminal
contempt of court to
order disclosure of

accounts;

3/16/2011 Motion to hold PS in
criminal contempt of

court and answer to 3rd

SLAPP motion filed
by PS to hold GS in
contempt of court

(GS)

3/16/2011 Motion to have PS
held in contempt of



court-eventually
stricken

3/18/ 2011 2:00 pm
affidavit

from
Susan

Cosgrov
e saying

she
cannot

produce
a

transcri
pt; KEN
HAS IT 

motion to strike parts
of petition to hold PS
in contempt; CV of Dr

Shaw

3/ 18/ 2011 2:30 pm affidavit
from
Susan

Cosgrov
e saying

she
cannot

produce
a

transcri
pt

Motion to hold PS in contempt in court is DENIED; motion
of JB to strike portions of contempt motion DENIED;
Petition for Partition and citation to discovery assets

continued; hearing on rule to show cause+MS interest in
Lumbermen’s EAC March 29, 2011; 1  account duest

3/29/20111; accounting under POA due 3/29/2011 

JB motion to strike
portions of lgoria’s
motion to hold PS in
contempt of court

3/25/2011 Motion to strike
testimony of Dr. Shaw

(GS) 

3/28/2011 Emergency report of



Guardian, amended
inventory and 1st

current account;
emergency report to
CT includes 11-CH-
10229to foreclose
chase mortgage

3/ 29/ 2011 2:00 pm ordered:
Sharon
Rodrigo

Subpoena issued to John  Lippman is quashed; Petition for
Partition hearing (GS must turn over any info on any assets);

GS in court to strike testimony of Dr Shaw entered and
continued to 4/19/2011-Guardian to file written response ; 1st

Current accounting, accounting on guardian as agent under
power of attorney for MS continued to 2pm and later to

continue until 4/19/2011;Petition for Partition and default
continued 4/19/2011; Funds held in account #325520 held at

US Federal  Credit Union are hereby frozen until further
order of court; US Federal Credit Union shall confirm in
writing to PS that funds are frozen;  rule to show cause is

discharged; Motion to quash service of summons is stricken
as moot

 Motion to quash
subpoena (Margaret
Benson); PS filed an
emergency report to

the court for Partition
action on an

emergency basis;
emergency

supplemental GAL
report of CF

concerning email
provided to the GAL

by JB upon
consultation with

ARDC Ethics Inquiry
Program (CF); 

Motion to Quash
service of rule (GS);
Motion to strike Dr

Shaw testimony (GS) 

3/31/2011 Order to strike Gloria’s brief in entirety and ordered to file a
replacement brief by 5/2/2011

4/14/2011 1  Currentst



Accounting (PS) 

4/19/2011 2:00 pm

Have

GS emergency motion for continuance in relations to the
accounting inventory and response to motion to Strike DR

Shaw GRANTED; given until May 16, 2011 to file
objections to accounting and amended inventory; motion for

default GS is par action is withdrawn; G given until
5/16/2011 to file her answer to Petition for Partition; Dental
fees for Mary G Sykes granted; motion to strike testimony of

Shaw entered and continued to 5/20/2011; under CF oral
argument about symetra funds, CF shall file a written motion

or pleading within 14 days and GS has until 5/16/2011 to
respond; Petition for Partition will be heard on 7/8/2011

Petition for authority
to expend funds for
dental services (PS);

Petition for
reimbursement from

the estate (AS);
GAL’s 2nd

supplemental report
(AS); Notice of

Appeal about freezing
Gloria’s funds (KD);
Response of guardian
to motion to strike Dr

Shaw testimony

4/21/2011 Request to admit
served to CT by GS 

4/26/2011 Motion and
application for GS to

conduct her defense as
a poor indigent person

(GS)

5/10/2011 Motion to strike
Requests to admit

(PS);  motion to strike
PS enter a protective

order striking and
denying the request to
admit served on CT 

5/ 16/ 2011 2:00 pm Hinda missing Served/mailed



Hoffma
n-

working
on

Affirmative defenses
to Partition action

reported to have been
filed by plenary

guardians herein;
reply of GS response

of Guardian to motion
to strike testimony of

Dr Shaw

5/17/2011 Appellee’s Supreme
Court Rule 361 (h)
Motion to Dismiss and
RULE 375 Motion for
sanctions (AS)

5/20/2011 accting and amended inventory shall be heard; motion to
strike requests to admit; motion to declare apportionment
agreement null and void (PS) court date: 7/8/2011; GS has

until 6/24/2011 to file any response to the motion to declare
apportionment agreement null and void; Amended inventory

granted; 1  Current Acct approved; motion to strike Dr.st

Shaw will be heard 7/8/2011; Guardian’s Petition for
partition; 2  current acct set for 2/16/2012;nd

motion to compel
disclosure of

whereabout of $68000
(CF); Sara Harvey

Affidavit and calls PS
misleading; 1st

Current accounting
(CT); 1  Amendedst

Inventory (CT)

5/23/2011 emergency motion for
visitation with Mary G
Sykes on Memorial
Day, May 30, 2011
and every week
thereafter (GS)

5/26/2011 Emergency motion for visitation with MS on memorial day



denied

5/29/2011 Emergency
supplemental GAL

report of CF
concerning email

provided to the GAL
by JB (CF) 

6/10/2011 Rebuttal response to
motion to nullify and

void a 2008 court
generated

appropriations
contract (GS) 

6/14/2011 NASGA sent letter to
Judge

6/20/2011 1  current accounting approvedst

6/21/2011 Petition for visitation
with Mary Sykes

(Yolanda Bakken)

6/22/2011 Amicus response of non party KD, having been filed without
leave of court is stricken; motion of CT for sanctions

DENIED; revised appellate brief of the pro se Plaintiff-
Appellant, GS having still not complied with Illinois

Supreme Court Rule 341 or 3/31/2011 order stricken; appeal
dismissed 

6/28/2011 motion/request for
clarification of

6/22/2011 order and



permission for leave
of court to correct and

amend (GS)

7/ 8/ 2011 2:00 pm
have

Court will take petitions/motions under advisement and all
issue a status on or before 9/8/2011 (Petition for Partition,

Apportionment null and void; strike Shaw’s testimony)

7/12/2011 Letter of Tami
Goldmassa of
Palatine-not to

associate her with the
Sykes case or

NASGA
tag1027@aol.com

7/18/2011 10:00 am ordered:
Sharon
Rodrigo

Yolanda Bakken can have up to 2 hours of supervised
visitation with Debby Holda (niece), once every 4-6 weeks,

no recordings

7/26/2011 Verified petition for
temporary substitute

guardian and
emergency hearing

(scott and sue)

8/12/ 2011 10:00 am

have

verified emergency petition for temporary substitute
guardian and emergency hearing DENIED; Petition for

Apportionment of counsel set for 8/29/2011

notice of
memorandum of law;
verified emergency

petition for
appointment of legal
counsel for MS (scott

evans and sue)

8/17/2011 Sue and Scott notice



of verified motion for
reconsideration

8/29/ 2011 11:30 am have Court orders Sue and Scott not hear motions filed by them verified petition to
remove CT; AS
appeal to issue

additional sanctions
on KD 

9/ 8/ 2011 2:00 pm have GS motion to strike Shaw’s testimony DENIED; Petition to
set aside apportionment agreement set for 12/01/2011 and

12/02/2011; GS oral motion to reconsider petition for
partition DENIED; Court finds that MS and GS holds 6016
N Avondale in Joint Tenancy with rights of survivorship,
Petition for Partition granted, entered and continued on

9/14/2011, CF petition to disclosure of $68000 is entered
and continued to 12/01/2011

9/14/ 2011 10:00 am have Petition for Partition moved to 10/6/2011 also appointment
of commissioner. 

10/6/2011 11:30 am have Status on partition is continued on 11/9/2011; matters set for
status of GS bankruptcy moved to 11/9/2011

10/25/2011 Order modifying automatic stay

11/9/2011 11:30 am have court being advised of the bankruptcy state has been
modified and lifted to permit this court to proceed, guardian
submit commissioner on or before 12/21/2011; Hearing date

on 12/21/2011 about Petition for Partition, Dr Shaw
testimony to support motion to set aside apportionment

agreement

11/28/2011 Verified motion Sue
Fege, Scott Evans



Next Friend (SF, SE,
GS); Verified motion
for Recusal of Judge

Stuart; Verified
motion to remove

plenary guardian and
GAL (GS)

12/1/ 2011 10:15 am court date stricken verified motion for
rule/order to show

cause (GS, scott and
sue) 

12/2/2011 10:15 am court date stricken

12/ 15/ 2011 10:00 am cause set for hearing

12/19/2011 GS petition for
declaratory

judgement; motion to
vacate order freezing
Indian credit Union

Account
memorandum  of law
in support of motion
to vacate freeze order
for lack of jurisdiction

12 /21/2011 11:30 am have dates for hearing in partition, continued ex of Dr Shaw and
motion to set aside Apportionment agreement to be set on
2/16/2012; Submit commissioners name on 2/21/2012; all
new motions filed by next friends are stricken; Petition for

Partition entered and continued on 2/16/2012; PS shall
tender in writing to GS the contact information of Dr Shaw;

Gloria’s motion for recusal and petition for Declaratory



statement and memorandum in support is DENIED

2/ 16/ 2012 2:00 pm
have

 PS granted leave to file his nomination regarding
commissioner; date for hearing on the petition to set aside
the apportionment agreement will be set on the status call

2/21/2012; presentation of the 2  current account isnd

continued on 3/30/2012; PS agrees to produce Shaw for
testimony; GS allowed to cross examine Shaw; 

Nomination of
commissioner for

partition  action (AS);
Petition for Partition
and Apportionment
Agreement (filed by

AS) 

2/ 21/ 2012 2:00 pm have
Parties shall exchange a written list of names of witnesses
and copies of any documents by 3/30/2012; Michael Blattner
is appointed commissioner; Dr Shaw testimony and cross
examination on 4/13/2012; 4/23/2012 Petition to set aside
Apportionment Agreement

Dr Shaw testimony in
support of his petition

to set aside the
apportionment

agreement (AS); 

3/12/2012 Amended 2  currentnd

accounting (PS) faxed 

3/ 30/ 2012 10:00 am have 4/13/2012 will proceed with witnesses disclosed and
documents disclosed by CF; mail disclosures to GS; case set

for status on objections and partition report on 5/11/2012;
subpoena Kevin Salam entered and continued on 4/13/2012;
Guardian to mail accounting and report to GS today to last

known address;GS has until 4/20/2012 to file a serving
objection to accounting and report; guardian has untiol

4/27/2012 to respond to objections

Notice of motion
presentation of 2nd

current accounting
(PS); guardian’s

disclosures pursuant
to court order

2/22/2012 (PS) 

4/12/2012 Verified petition for
temporary substitute

guardian and
emergency hearing

(GS) 



4/ 13/ 2012 2:00 pm have petition to set aside the apportionment agreement continued
on 5/11/2012 for status and to set a hearing schedule for the
objections to 2  current accounting on ward and petition fornd

partition

4/ 23/ 2012 2:00 pm no notes were taken this day because hearing date stricken

4/26/2012 Objection to Amended
3  Accounting of CT,rd

Guardian of the Estate
and person of MS
(GS) 

5/11/ 2012 10:00 am Ordered  Status set hearing schedule for Petition to set aside the
Apportionment agreement and for any objections to the 2nd

Current Accounting, report on ward and petition for partition

7/ 6/2012 2:00pm to be
ordered

Petition to set aside the Apportionment agreement is continued for additional hearing on 8/16/2012 at 2 pm; the
testimony of DR Shaw will continue with GS cross
examination; (3) the petitioner intends to call GS as well as
the next court date and admittance of exhibits; As GS has
been barred from presenting evidence, the parties intend to
had (?) Arguments at the end of hearing; GS objection to
order number (3) 


